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Voting closes in [30] minutes. Vote in this discussion: An interview with WWD's
Buying Editor: Jennifer Decoda Buy more, buy the best […] The best kind of " The

Dark Knight Rises" has bagged a host of awards, most recently winning a Critics'
Choice Awards special award for best ensemble cast. " Nolan has directed a remarkable
film: every shot is perfect, every scene is convincing, and the concluding push is a thrill
ride," our critic A.O. Scott wrote at NPR, earning a rare score of "nine and a half stars."
Critics were even moved to tears by Anne Hathaway's "Courage" (which, for the record,

did not win in the adapted screenplay category). "Someone is nominated for every
category, but the most deserving actor is Bale, who has been yearning for recognition in
Hollywood," Variety's Owen Gleiberman wrote. "I can't even imagine what it's like to
go out there and say, 'You're an idiot.' Obviously, an actor has to have a certain vanity,

but I don't think it's an actor's job to go out there and say, 'You're wrong.'" "I would
have the guts to do it," he added. "I'd just smile and look at him like 'Go back to your

typewriter.'" Where in the world is Mike Gekko? New York Mike Gekko is a Gekko-on-
Wall Street nouveau riche character of the words of French-born stock-fraudster and
Wall Street star Vincent "The Phony" Laufer, described in the 1958 classic "The Big
Swindle" as "the first French-speaking Wall Street swindler," and in fact regarded by
the Chinese as their own Croesus. Gekko was a popular figure among American stock
traders and was always ready to take part in all high-stakes poker games. He was also
involved in illegal activities, claiming: "We take things very seriously, because if we

don't, then we won't be around to take them seriously." It is assumed that Gekko, who
was related to some very wealthy families in Brooklyn, died of heart failure in an

Atlantic City hospital on June 5, 2008. The man who wanted to be the emperor of the
world is dead! The man who was the emperor of the world has died! From 8pm on
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